
History Day Checklist of Completion  

 

 
Research Checklist (Do you have a blue sheet for each section?)      Paragraph Typing Checklist   
_____   Research on heart of the story               _____   Paragraph on heart of the story  
_____   Research on the background    _____   Paragraph on the background  
_____   Research on the build up     _____   Paragraph on the build up  
_____   Research on the short term effects   _____   Paragraph on the short term effects  
_____   Research on the long term effects   _____   Paragraph on the long term effects  
         _____   two or three sentences for the thesis  

 

Bibliography Checklist  
_____ all books, websites, articles, documents and pictures are put through easybib.com to create a 
citation and transferred to a bibliography document  

 

Quote Checklist                                                          Picture Checklist  
_____   Four quotes about heart of the story   _____   Four pictures for heart of the story  
_____   Four quotes about the background  _____   Four pictures for the background  
_____   Four quotes about the build up    _____   Four pictures for the build up  
_____   Four quotes about the short-term effects _____   Four pictures for the short-term effects  
_____   Four quotes about the long-term effects _____   Four pictures for the long-term effects  

 

 

Project Checklist 

Thesis 

_____ states who, what, where, when and why   

_____ states how the topic relates to the theme 

_____ states the impact of the topic 

 

Background     

_____ details what life was like before  

_____ details what other significant events were  

           taking place before 

 

Build-Up  

_____ details the circumstances that existed before  

           and led to the topic 

_____ details why the topic was necessary  

_____ details what was happening immediately  

           preceding the topic 

_____ details the people that were directly involved  

           in the topic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Heart of the Story  

_____ details the defining moments of the topic 

_____ details of what stand was made in history  

_____ details when the topic occurred  

_____ details where the topic took place  

- including key locations and the 

influence it had over the topic 

_____ details who the defining moments impacted  

 

 

Short term impact    

_____ details the influence the topic had on life  

           immediately after  

_____ details how the topic changed life in the  

           short term    

- Laws, norms, new organizations, etc. 

_____ details both positive and negative changes  

           that occurred    

_____ details how people reacted to the changes in  

            the time immediately following 

 

 

 



Long term impact  

_____ Section details why the topic is significant in  

            history 

_____ Section details what the topic specifically  

            changed in the years/decades after 

_____ Section details what were the intended  

           and/or unintended consequences  

  

Bibliography  

_____ is arranged by primary and secondary  

           sources 

_____ uses a variety of sources 

_____ is citied correctly  

_____ used credible sources  

Pictures 

_____ Appropriate pictures are used that help  

           explain the story  

_____ pictures come from credible sources 

_____ pictures are cited on the bibliography  

 

 

 

Quotes  

_____ appropriate quotes are used that help  

           explain the story 

_____ quotes are of an appropriate length 

_____ quotes come from credible sources 

_____ quotes are cited in the bibliography 

 

 

 

Remember  

Exhibits can only have 500 student created words           

-  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Websites can only have 1,200 student created words  

 

Documentary 

Time Limit: Documentaries may not 
exceed 10 minutes in length. Timing 
will begin when the first visual 
image of the presentation appears 
and/or the first sound is heard. Color 
bars and other visual leads in a 
video will be counted in the time limit. 
Timing will end when the last visual 
image or sound of the presentation 
concludes (this includes credits). 

Credits: You must also include 
credits at the end of the documentary 
and these credits will count towards 
the time limit. 

Self Run: A History Day 
documentary must also be self-run, 
which means that there is no live 
narration or commentary during the 
documentary. You should be able to 
hit “play” and walk away. 

 

 


